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What is oculomotor control?

Eye movements

Eye movements of 
a single participant

Fixation-saccade 
sequences



What is eye tracking

Eye tracking is the process of determining where and 
how long someone is looking

This definition is bound to what eye trackers can record

Source: Bojko, A. (2013). Eye tracking the user experience. Rosenfeld. 



A sample protocol for visual scene viewing



What is eye tracking

Fixation-saccade sequence is the most frequent eye 
movement in daily life

The goal is to bring the visual stimuli into the fovea 
(for acute vision)

Source: Bojko, A. (2013). Eye tracking the user experience. Rosenfeld. 



The fovea

The light passes through iris and lens,  then it arrives at the fovea

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macula_of_retina

Fovea is the region 
where the image is 
the most acute 
(2° of visual angle)



Visual angle

Source: Bojko, A. (2013). Eye tracking the user experience. Rosenfeld. 



The fovea

• Below is what is meant by 2° of acute vision by fovea

Source: Exercising Perception by Fred Hatt, http://fredhatt.com/blog/tag/art-history/page/5/; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Retina



• Foveal vision

Source: Bojko, A. (2013). Eye tracking the user experience. Rosenfeld. 



The fovea

• Fovea is crucial in reading

Source: http://themicrofoundry.com/ss_read1.html



We need an eye tracker to record eye movements



Data analysis: Major steps

• Recorded: Raw data

• The first step: Identification of eye movement events
• Example. Fixations and saccades

• Next steps may cover (depending on the context of research)
• Specification of the Regions of Interest (ROIs, aka Areas of Interest, 

AOIs)

• Specification of the metrics
• Data export and cleansing

• Statistics and/or visualizations



Data analysis: Identifying the events 

Raw data from a 60 Hz eye tracker (left) vs. fixation-
saccade sequences extracted from raw data (right)

Source: Bojko, A. (2013). Eye tracking the user experience. Rosenfeld. 



A taxonomy of eye movement measures

• Eye movement measures are the dependent variables of an eye 
tracking experiment

• Below is a basic classification of eye movement measures

Source: Holmqvist, K., Nyström, M., Andersson, R., Dewhurst, R., Halszka, J., & van de Weijer, J. (2011). Eye tracking: A comprehensive guide to methods and measures. 

Oxford University Press. 

Movement

Direction

Amplitude

Duration

Velocity

Acceleration

Shape

AOI order/transition

Scanpath comparison

Position

Basic position

Dispersion

Similarity

Duration

Pupil measures

Numerosity

Saccadic measures

Fixation measures

Microsaccades

Smooth pursuit rate

Dwells

Transitions

Regressions

Blink rate

Latency/Distance

Latency measures

Distance measures



The concept of functional visual field

• Definition. The area that the participants can take in 
meaningful information in a single fixation

• Larger than the foveal region

• Also known as functional field of view, useful field of view, visual 
span, perceptual span (in reading research)

• Its size and shape are task-dependent

• In reading, it stretches to 3° in horizontal reading direction and 1°
backwards

• Experts’ visual field stretches to 5° in visual search 
(e.g., radiologists searching for lung nodules)

• The functional visual field may stretch to 10° in visual scene 
viewing

Source: Holmqvist, K., Nyström, M., Andersson, R., Dewhurst, R., Halszka, J., & van de Weijer, J. (2011). Eye tracking: A comprehensive guide to methods and measures. Oxford University Press. 



The concept of functional visual field

• General findings about functional visual field
• Usually, expertise leads to a larger functional visual field

• The functional visual field is usually larger in horizontal than 
vertical

• Human contrast sensitivity is better in horizontal 
periphery than in the vertical

• Detection also exhibits a similar pattern

• Mental workload reduces the size of the functional visual 
field (viz. visual tunneling effect)

Source: Holmqvist, K., Nyström, M., Andersson, R., Dewhurst, R., Halszka, J., & van de Weijer, J. (2011). Eye tracking: A comprehensive guide to methods and measures. Oxford University Press. 



Eye movements and visual attention

We perceive a very small acute visual field in each fixation 
(however, we feel as if we perceive a large visual field, cf. 
peripheral vision)

Information extraction requires attention



Eye movements and visual attention

Find the differences between the two images

Notice the number of back and forth movements when 
finding the difference between the two images

Notice how small this region is

Source: https://www.vectorstock.com/royalty-free-vector/find-differences-game-with-a-cartoon-boy-vector-18817975



Source: My Top 5 Shopping Streets in Seoul, https://deqna07.wordpress.com/2012/11/23/my-top-5-shopping-streets-in-seoul/

The concept of visual selection



Empirical investigations

Eye tracking to measure cognitive effort 
(fixation durations, gaze time, fixation maps)

 



Bridging role of annotations in multimodal documents

Annotated Graph Non-annotated Graph

Results
• Higher fixation counts on graphical elements in the non-annotated graphs
• Lower post-test scores in annotated graphs

Acartürk, C., Habel, C., Çagiltay, K., & Alaçam, Ö. (2008). Multimodal comprehension of language and graphics: Graphs with and without 

annotations. Journal of Eye Movement Research, 1(3):2, 1-15.



The role of annotations and sensory modalities

Humans generally learn better with multiple 
representations and multiple modalities than with single 
representation and single modality

Load on the 

knee

Time

CONDITION MODALITY ANNOTATION
Group 1 Text Present
Group 2 Narration Present
Group 3 Text Absent
Group 4 Narration Absent

Acartürk, C., Habel, C., Çagiltay, K., & Alaçam, Ö. (2008). Learning from text and graphs: The role of annotations and sensory modality. In A. 

Maes & S. Ainsworth (Eds.), Proceedings of EARLI Special Interest Group Text and Graphics. Exploiting the Opportunities Learning with Textual, 

Graphical and Multimodal Representations. Tilburg, Netherlands (pp. 13-16).c



The role of annotations and sensory modalities

How does the load on the knee change during gait?

The single step of human leg, especially during lateral walking is a 

periodically repeated motion. For this purpose we can consider 

the steps as a cycle which is repeated continuously. The human 

gait is specified in terms of the load on a single knee in Kinematics 

and shown by the gait cycle graph. At the beginning of the gait 

cycle, together with the contact of the heel to the ground, the 

load starts to increase. The load decreases slightly with the toe 

contacting the ground. The load which increases again with the 

release of the heel from the ground, decreases with the release 

of the toe from the ground and the cycle is completed.

Load on 

the knee

Group 1

Load on the 

knee

Time

end of the 
cycle

toe 
contact

heel
contact

heel 
off

toe
off

Group 4 Group 2

Load on the 

knee

Time

end of the 
cycle

toe 
contact

heel 
contact

heel 
off

toe
off

Time



The role of annotations and sensory modalities
Fixation Counts on Graph
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Interim summary of the findings

Annotations on graphs may influence verbal and visual 
memory in different ways

• Annotations may improve verbal recall 
(compared to visual recall)

Annotations on graphs may lead to split attention
• Better learning in narration and graph 

(compared to text  and graph)

Next: More on the relationship between text and figures



The proposal



Signaling in multimodal documents

• An explicit reference from the text to the figure (i.e., signaling) as 
a specific subtype of referring

• Descriptive signaling. 
Kepler found the answer 
to this by the method 
shown in Figure 1.

• Directive signaling. 
Kepler found the answer 
to this (Figure 1).

• Elliptic reference. 
Kepler found the answer 
to this.

Acartürk, C., Taboada, M. & Habel, C. (2013). Cohesion in multimodal documents: Effects of 

cross-referencing. Information Design Journal, 20(2), 98-110. doi: 10.1075/idj.20.2.02aca.



Signaling in multimodal documents

• 18 documents, 92 participants, eye tracking

• Dependent variable: Gaze shifts between text and figure 
(cf. an indicator of attention)



Signaling in multimodal documents

• Findings in a nutshell

• The presence and absence of deictic cross-referencing 
(signaling) influences reader’s inspection patterns

• The type of deictic cross-referencing (signaling) 
influences reader’s inspection patterns

• More explicit (descriptive) signaling (“as shown in 
Figure 1”) may reduce comprehensibility (possibly due 
to split attention)



What is next?



Source: https://history-computer.com/Internet/Dreamers/Bush.html

MEMEX (MEMory Extender by Vannevar Bush, 1945): 
A memex is a device in which an individual stores all 
his books, records, and communications





1990s: ICT (Internet and Communication 
Technologies) limited to mouse and keyboard

2010s: Human interaction via perceptual 
modalities

Human-in-the-loop is a recent invention in ICT

Source: https://www.frontiersin.org/research-topics/5703/human-in-the-loop-robot-control-and-learning /



Multimodality in Human Computer Interaction

• Interacting with a computer
• Usual methods of interaction: Keyboard, mouse, touch
• Further methods of interaction: Speech, vision, gestures, 

facial expressions, ...

• The basis of interacting with a computer
(from the perspective of the computer)

• Detect the user state and adapt accordingly 
(cf. human-in-the-loop)

• User state: Cognitive and emotional states
• Evaluation of multiple modalities to infer the user state

• Facial expressions, Gaze
• Voice
• Gestures, Posture
• ...



A multimodal learning environment

• Components of the human in the loop paradigm
• Face detection ⇢ face tracking ⇢ face recognition

(as a measure of engagement with the task)

• Eye detection ⇢ eye tracking 
(as a measure cognitive effort)

• Sound localization ⇢ speech segmentation ⇢
diarization ⇢ speech recognition
(as a method of interaction with the environment)

• ...

• Identification of the user state
• Fusion: Combining data from multiple sensors

Magnenat-Thalmann, N. & Yumak, Z. (2016). Multimodal and Multi-party Social Interactions. In Nadia Magnenat-Thalmann et al. (Eds). Context Aware 

Human-Robot and Human-Agent Interaction (pp. 275-298). Springer.



Epidermal Electronic Systems

Source: http://saicharanreddyvennapusa.blogspot.com/2013/06/epidermal-electronic-system.html



Source: https://www.wsj.com/articles/chinas-efforts-to-lead-the-way-in-ai-start-in-its-classrooms-11571958181

A dilemma between me and my brain?
(a matter of trust)
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